Class Notes
Class: XII

Topic: Writing Article

Subject: English Core

Sample Image: Google

Purpose

To present information
on a variety of subjects
in a long and sustained
piece of writing.

Types of Article
Article for newspaper

Article for School Magazine

Essential details
•

Eye-catching title

•

Original and creative thoughts

•

Logical arrangement of ideas

•

By-line

•

Short and specific

•

Effective conclusion

•

Use rhetorical questions, quotations, metaphors, alliterations

•

Try to maintain a distinctive tone, mood or atmosphere

Format:
1. For Newspaper
2. School Magazine

TITLE / HEADING
By-line-

1st para- Introduction/Opening statement/question/quotation

2nd para- Cause-effect relationship/ data/examples/ details

3rd para- Conclusion/consolidation of idea/summing up

TITLE / HEADING

1st para- Introduction/Opening statement/question/quotation

2nd Para- Cause-effect relationship/ data/examples/ details

3rd para- Conclusion/consolidation of idea/summing up

BylineClass-

Samples-

Some Multiple-choice questions for practiceAnswer any six of the seven questions given, with reference to the context below.
Covid-19 had disrupted our lives undoubtedly but the silver lining is many people have
come forward voluntarily to help the victims or destitute. People have contributed
generously. Jeevitha was touched by the charity and kind gesture of them. She decided
to present her views about the pandemic conditions and the help rendered by people to
each other.
1. Suggest a suitable title for the article.
a. Humanity prevails
b. Covid-19 its effects.
c. People and saviors
d. Generosity thy name covid.
2. Tick the options about people involving in different charity works.
1. Providing food to the needy
2. Providing shelter in their homes
3. Providing medicines to the patients
4. Extending their services
5. Providing PPE kits to the needy.
6. Involving people in religious activities.
a. 1,2,3,4
b. 1,3,4,6
c. 1,2, 4, 6
d, 1,3,4 ,5
3. Jeevitha wants to dedicate a sentence for frontline warriors, so pick the most
appropriate one from the given below:
a. Life saying was their mission of frontline warriors.
b. Armed forces guard the nation, these warriors guard the people
c. Care for life, care for money; aim of these warriors.
d. Service to humanity, service to God- motto of them.
4. The tone of her article is an expression of …
a. Concern

b. joy
c. gratitude
d. charity
5. Pick the odd man out of the given options who served the society in times of crisis.
a. Policemen
b. Doctors
c. Sanitation workers
d. bankers
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